
pie
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Listen to the clues to find a Thanksgiving word.  Then, use a dot
marker or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If
you get five in a row, you win!
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sweet potatoes

rolling pin friends

acorn family

footballpotturkey dinnercranberries

turkey

salad

paradeoven mittstableclothstuffing pan

squash

napkin

hamplate

feast

corn

platter

apple
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napkin

salad pan

oven pumpkin

turkeycornpiefootball

platter

United States

feaststuffinggravypot squash

tablecloth

oven mitts

rolling pinfamily

rolls

apple

cranberry

acorn
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oven mitts

rolls pot

turkey United States

sweet potatoestableclothhamplatter

pie

corn

turkey dinnerstuffingnapkinsalad plate

rolling pin

squash

pumpkincranberries

oven

feast

gravy

pan
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Listen to the clues to find a Thanksgiving word.  Then, use a dot
marker or bingo chip to mark each word as it is called out.  If
you get five in a row, you win!



parade

acorn rolling pin

apple family

pumpkinplatterrollsfriends

potatoes

squash

sweet potatoesturkey dinnerturkeycorn football

cornucopia

motorcyle

stuffingoven

pot

plate

pie

napkin
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pan

sweet potatoes football

oven family

pumpkinsaladpieturkey dinner

squash

rolling pin

turkeynapkinstuffingcorn apple

cornucopia

ham

paraderolls

pot

plate

friends

oven mitts
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I am a type of dish
that is usually round.  
You can serve food

on me, or or eat
food off me.  

 
 

I am a vegetable
that grows on a

stalk. I have yellow
kernels that can be

eaten.

I am corn

I am a plate

I am used during
baking to shape
and flatten the

dough.  You hold me
by my handles.

I am a rolling pin

We are a group of
people who are
related by birth,

marriage, or
adoption.

We are a family

I am a small, hard,
round, red fruit that  
grows in freshwater.

I am made into a
sauce.

I am a cranberry

I am a decoration
that is used as a

centerpiece at the
table.  I usually
contain fruit.

I am a cornucopia

I am a fruit that can
be red, yellow, or
green. I grow on a
tree and can be
made into pie.

I am an apple

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  

I am an acorn

I am a type of nut
that is small and
brown. I grow on

trees and squirrels
love to eat me. 
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I am an oval shaped
ball used in a game.
You can find me in
the end zone after

a touchdown.

I am a football

This country
celebrates

Thanksgiving on the
third Thursday of
every November.

I am the United States

I am not related to
you but we have a
very strong bond

and like and
respect each other.

 I am friends

Some families eat
me on Thanksgiving.
I am pork that is cut
from a pig's back

leg. 

I am ham

I am a type of fruit
that is orange and
round. I grow on a

vine and have seeds
inside me.

I am a pumpkin

I am a square piece
of thin paper or

cloth.  I'm used to
clean up small spills

or messes.

I am a napkin

I am a dessert that
is baked in the

oven. I can be any
flavor but usually

contain fruit.

I am pie

I am a large meal
that is usually eaten

to celebrate a
special event, like

Thanksgiving.

I am a feast

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
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I am a round metal
container that has a
long handle and is

used to cook on top
of a stove.

I am a pan

I am made of a
thick material and
protect your hands
when taking food
out of the oven.

I am an oven mitt

You can put butter
on me or eat me

plain. I am a piece
of bread that is
round or long.

 I am a roll

I protect your table
from messes and
spills.  I come in

many shapes, sizes
and colors.

I am a tablecloth

I am made of cut
vegetables mixed

together. Some
people put dressing

on me.

I am a salad

I am a large number
of people who are
walking together in
a long line.  I have 
 floats and people.

I am a parade

I am a root
vegetable that can

be eaten many
different ways, such
as mashed or fried. 

I am potatoes

I am a kitchen
appliance that is

made of metal and
is used to cook and

heat food. 

I am an oven

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
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I am a fruit that has
a hard outer shell

called a rind and a
stem that is low and

hollow.  

I am a squash

I am the food that
fills the inside of a
baked turkey. I am

made of vegetables
and breadcrumbs

I am stuffing

I am a sweet root
vegetable that is

topped with melted
marshmallows.  I am

a yummy side.

I am sweet potatoes

I am a deep round
container used for 

 simmering or
boiling liquids from

all sides.

 I am a pot

I am a large flat
circular plate that is

used to serve and
serve a variety of

food.  

I am a platter

When a meat is
cooked, I am the
juices that comes

out and turned into
a sauce.

I am gravy

Many families eat
me on Thanksgiving.
I am baked in the

oven for many hours
or fried in a fryer.

I am a turkey dinner

I am a large bird
that eats corn and
carrots. I am usually

eaten on
Thanksgiving.

I am a turkey

Directions:  Cut out the pictures below to use as calling cards.  
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